NOTIFICATION

Subject: Registration of UG Students admitted in affiliated colleges in AY 2018-19 and Enrolment of Students in UG Semester I in AY 2018-19

It is notified for information of all concerned that Registration process of newly admitted students in Under Graduate (UG) courses in all affiliated colleges would be done through online portal. Enrolment of students in UG Semester I in AY 2018-19 would also be processed through online portal as per following schedule.

**Important dates**
- Commencement of date of application : 28.09.2018
- Last date of submission of application : 09.10.2018

Submission of hard copy application forms & fees by the colleges to the University: 11.10.2018

For the purpose of Registration and Enrolment, colleges would get filled in forms from the portal for all individual students. After completing the application process (getting signature, collection of fees etc), the colleges would confirm online.

After completion of the process through online portal, colleges would submit all applications along with fees as below to the University for processing and allotment of Registration and Enrolment.

For Registration (One time): Rs 150/- per student
For Enrolment (Each Semester): Rs 50/- per student
Sports & Games fees (Per year, to be paid with odd sem enrolment fee): Rs 100/- per student
Processing fees (for colleges): Rs 10/- per student

There could by some colleges, whose filled in form are primarily not available in the portal due to non-receipt of data/photo/signature in stipulated time and in correct format. They are requested to contact with this office for correction and upload of the same in the portal.

Sd/-
S Datta
Controller of Examinations

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:
1. Registrar, Bankura University
2. Dean, Bankura University
3. Secretary, Council for UG Studies, Bankura University
4. All Principals/TICs/OICs of affiliated colleges under Bankura University
5. Secretary to the Vice Chancellor for information of the Vice Chancellor